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GOVERNMENT PANEL JOINS THE CALL
TO SCRAP INSURANCE TAXES
The pressure on State Governments to ease the heavy cost
burden on insurance policyholders has increased following a
call by a Federal Government appointed panel to scrap all taxes
and levies.
The Australian Financial Centre Forum, established to examine
ways of turning Australia into a financial hub, has joined the
Henry tax review and numerous other reviews and inquiries in
identifying the taxes as inefficient and unfair.
The report, chaired by former Macquarie Bank Director, Mark
Johnson, found that insurance policies, unlike most other
financial services, are subject to various State indirect taxes and
levies, such as stamp duty, fire service levies and in the case of
NSW an Insurance Protection Tax, and that there is no
consistency of application across the States.
In 2007-08, total State taxes on insurance totalled $4.25 billion.
The report identified the following taxes:
•

S tamp duty: Imposed on both life and general insurance
by all States and Territories and acts like a “selective
turnover tax”. Rates vary from 7.5% in Queensland to 11% in
South Australia.

•

 ire Services Levy: A levy of up to 84% is applied to
F
commercial and household insurance in NSW, Victoria
and Tasmania.

•

I nsurance Protection Tax:  Imposed by the NSW
Government following the collapse of insurer, HIH.
Cannot be passed on to the policyholder and is therefore a
“tax on the company shareholders.”

“The Forum believes that the domestic tax impost on the
insurance sector should be addressed as a matter of priority,”
the report recommends.
“The range and diversity of state taxes adds significantly to the
cost of insurance, especially for those businesses operating on a
national level. They are undoubtedly a factor contributing to
underinsurance, with consequent increased demands on the
public purse.”
The report said the Forum was conscious of the substantial cost
of removing these taxes and levies. It was therefore likely to
occur in the context of a much broader tax review such as the
Australia’s Future Tax System (AFTS) review, being chaired by
the Secretary of the Treasury, Professor Ken Henry.
Professor Henry has already indicated that he considers
insurance taxes inefficient and that they are in his
committee’s sights.
The Forum also identified the lack of consistency among the
States in regulating various aspects of insurance, including
Workers Compensation and motor vehicle licensing.
In a further confirmation of the negative impact of insurance
taxes, research by RMIT University PhD graduate, Dr Joshua
Whittaker, into the impact of the Victorian bushfires on farmers
in East Gippsland, has found that the high cost of cover means
their commercial assets are often under-insured.
“The cost of premiums was the main barrier to greater
insurance, with longstanding drought and other financial
pressures on farm households leading to reduced expenditure on
business risk management,” Dr Whittaker said.
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PREMIUM INCREASES IN 2010 TO
OFFSET THE DAMAGE OF 2009

Australian insurers’ profits collapsed in 2009 due to increased
claims from catastrophic events, increased competition and
lower investment returns, according to the latest JP Morgan
Deloitte General Insurance Industry Survey.
In response, insurers have increased premiums to shore up their
balance sheets, with personal lines rising an average of 8% and
commercial classes going up 4%. Small and medium enterprises
were most affected by increasing commercial rates.
Among the factors affecting insurers’ bottom line were a series
of catastrophes in recent years such as the Black Saturday
bushfires in Victoria, and the hit delivered to the stock market
by the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) which eroded
underwriters’ investment income.
Based on responses to the survey, the industry’s combined ratio
was 101%. (That is for every $100 of premium collected, insurers
paid out $101 in claims and expenses.)
However, the survey found that insurers believe commercial rate
rises in 2010 will be tempered by increased competition and
overall weakness in global insurance rates.
Nonetheless there was concern that the fall-out from the GFC
would mean increased litigation and consequent increases in
claims in Professional Indemnity and Directors and Officers
Liability. D&O premiums were tipped to increase by 9% and PI
by 8%, while Fire and Industrial Special Risks (ISR) and
commercial motor were expected to go up 6%.

The top five issues confronting brokers who responded to the
survey were: attracting and retaining staff, the economic
environment and associated claims, Government taxes/
regulation, weather/climate change, profitability/pricing
and distribution.
Insurers put weather/catastrophes/climate change at the top of
their concerns followed by the changing regulatory
environment, increased competition, underwriting discipline/
profitability and attracting and retaining staff.
The Australian Prudential Regulation Authority’s recently
released General Insurance Bulletin for the year ended June
2009 confirmed the rocky operating conditions for
underwriters.
Net profit dropped 25% or more than $800 million to $2.5
billion, which included an underwriting profit of $2.1 billion in
2008 turning around to a $500 million underwriting loss.
Claims costs went up 25% to $17.9 billion.
The return on assets of 2.7% compared to 7% in 2006 showed
how much economic conditions deteriorated during the
economic crisis. Similarly, return on equity dropped to 9.4%
from 23.3% over the same period and is the first time ROE has
dropped to single figures since 2002.
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ONE STOP BUSINESS PACK
MAKES SENSE FOR SMES
So you’re a small or medium business operator and you’re feeling
relieved that you have survived the Global Financial Crisis
without too much damage. Business is starting to pick up and
you might even think of expanding.
Financial planners are advising that post the GFC it’s a good
time for people to review their finances, but what about your
business’s insurance cover?

Personal accident and illness cover is particularly important
if you are a sole trader or your business has a small number
of partners.
With the right cover in place you can be more confident about
surviving any unforeseen developments.

If you haven’t reviewed your cover lately, now is a good time to
do it. An unexpected event like a fire or illness could mean a
significant impact on your business, and experience shows that
many small and medium enterprises which do not have adequate
insurance protection do not survive these setbacks.
Instead of those bits and pieces of insurance covering individual
risks, all the cover you need can be put together in a Business
Pack tailored to your type of business.
The advantages include simplicity, a wider range of covers,
including some you may not get by taking out individual
policies, and some cost advantages because of the reduced
number of transactions.
We can advise you on what best suits you, but here are some
typical covers in a Business Pack.
There is cover for fire, storm and malicious damage to your
business premises and contents. Business interruption is another
essential cover which helps you stay afloat by protecting against
loss of profits if your operations are disrupted by damage to your
business property by specific events such as fire or storm
damage. Research has shown that a high percentage of small
business people do not have business interruption cover and of
those who do, a significant number are under-insured.
Machinery breakdown is for equipment such as freezers,
refrigerators, ovens and mixers and loss of stock as a
consequence of the breakdown.
Fidelity covers theft by an employee of money or stock and
public liability covers you for unintended death or injury to a
member of the public or damage to their property while they are
on your premises. Product liability comes into play in the event
of an unintended death or injury caused by a product which you
supplied, sold, serviced or repaired.
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ENSURING A NEW GENERATION OF
BROKERS IS THERE TO LEAD
The insurance broking industry is very keen to ensure that the
next generation, the young brokers of today, are being nurtured
to become the industry leaders of tomorrow.
This will not only equip them to meet future challenges posed
by regulators and underwriters, but most importantly to better
serve you the client.
The National Insurance Brokers Association (NIBA) puts a lot
of effort into promoting insurance broking as a true profession
of choice for school and university leavers.
NIBA College, the education arm of the organisation, has
established a mentoring program to encourage and support
Young Professionals to manage their own learning, maximize
their potential, and develop their skills and performance.

DISCLAIMER: The information in this publication
is of general nature as a service to clients and
other interested parties. The articles included
herein are not intended to provide a complete
discussion of each subject and should not be
taken as advice. While the information is believed
to be correct, no responsibility is accepted for any
statements of opinion or any error or omission.
A PROFESSIONAL MEMBER: Our company is
a member of the National Insurance Brokers
Association of Australia, the organisation that
represents professional insurance brokers
in Australia. Membership is based on our
professional standing in the insurance industry
including our experience and expertise and our
ability to meet the stringent requirements of NIBA.

AIS Insurance Brokers Pty Ltd
Melbourne
137 Moray Street
South Melbourne 3205
PO Box 7660 Melbourne 3004

Commercial
Insurance
Brokers

Telephone: 03 8699 8888
Facsimile: 03 8699 8899
e-mail inquiries: insure@aisinsurance.com.au

Mentoring can be defined as a two–way partnership which may
encompass coaching, role modelling, supporting and
appraising, or being a buddy depending on the needs of the
mentee and the capabilities of the mentor.
While it is mostly brokers and insurers who are the mentors,
any experienced business people from inside or outside the
industry are welcome to take part as mentors.
According to NIBA CEO, Noel Pettersen, it’s not about being a
broker or underwriter but a better business person. “So the
skills that people focus on are the ‘soft skills’ areas not the
technical ones.
“NIBA identifies mentors who have a broad range of life and
work experiences and display a strong understanding of our
industry’s issues. It is vital that mentors are committed to the
personal and professional development of their mentee and are
prepared to be involved in all aspects of the program.”
NIBA identifies mentees as Young Professionals who are either
in or entering the insurance industry. For the mentoring process
to succeed, mentees need to take responsibility for their own
learning and development, be open to different perspectives,
take on the challenges and tasks set as part of the program, and
be able to accept appropriate feedback and coaching.
Each year at NIBA’s annual convention, a young broker is
presented with the Warren Tickle Memorial Award for the
insurance broking industry’s Outstanding Young Professional.
The award was first made in 1990 to recognise the late Warren
Tickle’s lifelong drive for industry education.

